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Motivation for Workshop
Significant adv~mces have been made in the synthesis and processing of
advanced materials and in understanding the resulting material deformation and
damage accumulation processes. The first of two NSF-sponsored workshops was held
on the campus of Washington State University in Pu11man, Washington October 1114, 1993. Representatives of the processing science, materials science and mechanics
of materials communi1ties were brought together at the first workshop to discuss
recent advances in processing science and to discuss required future developments.
Through discussion, it became clear that the development of this vitally important
field requires further integration of disciplines of mechanics, materials science and
processing science within university programs. Industrial vision and support for such
programs has been son1ewhat lacking. No formal disciplinary field of process design
yet exists, in spite of its obvious relevance to industrial practice and competitiveness.
Development of robust process design principles requires continued dialogue of the
mechanics, materials science and processing science communities, emphasizing
successful interactions to date. Hence, the goal of the second workshop, held
October 24-26 at Lak~e Lanier Islands, Georgia, was to continue this important
dialogue.
Purpose
This workshop was intended to provide a forum for continued, in-depth
discussion of recent advances in relating process route, resulting material
microstructure, and in··service performance. In recognition of the importance of
establishing an interdisciplinary approach to process design to enhance quality and
productivity, this workshop highlighted successful examples of this interaction. The
design of the process route and resulting mesoscale features received particular
attention.
Format
The workshop was conducted over a period of three days. One theme of the
workshop was to identify elements of successful educational and research programs
which combine essential elements of materials science and mechanics disciplines. The
full range of topics considered included processing of advanced materials and relation
of as-processed structw·e to deformation and failure mechanisms, constitutive laws,
defect characterization, and damage accumulation/life prediction. Extended
discussion sessions followed each session or set of sessions covering related subject
matter. Process/structure/propertyrelationships were considered with emphasis on
metallic alloys, intermetallics, and polymer-, metal- and ceramic-matrix composites.
Structural ceramics and polymers were considered as well, albeit to a lesser extent.
2

At the end of the workshop program, a summary discussion session considered
overall issues and future directions for the mechanics-processing interaction. The
workshop schedule appears in Appendix I, while a summary of abstracts of
presentations appears .in Appendix n. Appendix m lists the participants.
Workshop Ovenriew
The topic of this workshop, mechanics and processing of advanced, engineered
materials, motivated much discussion regarding:

i.
ii.

the role of various length scales in mechanics modelling of different processes,
the possible impact of such models on the development of processing science,

and
iii.

the necessity of interdisciplinary programs to provide a conceptual framework
in which to address the link between processing and mechanics.

Much of the technical content of the workshop revolved around issues of
length scales at which c:ertain physical processes are dominant, with somewhat less
emphasis on dealing with the effects of a collective set of different length scales or
the averaging processes necessary to incorporate information relevant to such
collections in macroscale constitutive relations and corresponding process models.
Much emphasis at both the first and second workshops was placed on the socalled "mesoscale," intermediate to the atomic (micro) and structural (macro) scales,
where microstructural morphology/patterning is the focal point.
Some promising process technologies were presented at the Lake Lanier
workshop, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intelligent processing of fiber- and 3D weave-reinforced composites
CVD coating of fibers
Forced flow therrnal gradient CVI of ceramic composites and monitoring of
porosity using cornputed tomography
Superplastic forming
Reaction synthesis of aluminides
Solid freeform fabrication
Role of advanced computing in integrated processing and design
Joints in composites
Smooth ceramic coatings on magnetic disks

In addition to presentation of novel process technologies, a number of
presentations were devot~ed to mechanics analyses seeking to establish process
3

routeI structure/property relations. Examples include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluation and modelling of interface properties
Polycrystal plasticity with microstructure
Micromechanics and damage mechanics of composites, including
thermomechani~cal processing-induced residual stresses and damage
Nondestructive evaluation of damage
Stochastic aspec:ts of mechanical behavior of advanced ceramics
N anoscale layered structures
Kink band formation in compression of fiber-reinforced composites
Large deformation behavior and modelling of polymers
Constraint effects on void growth in thin layers
Understanding and enhancing ductility of intermetallics
Crack growth in creep brittle materials

Issues Regarding the Role of Mechanics in Process Design
Process design 1mderpins the discipline of processing science. Intimately
related to manufacturing, processing of materials is highly interdisciplinary in nature.
Mechanics approaches <:annot, in general, contribute significantly to this field without
substantial identification with processing issues. Considerable discussion at this
workshop concerned communication between researchers and practitioners in the
fields of processing and mechanics. In particular, principal issues related to which
boundary value problerns and constitutive behaviors are most relevant to actual
processing needs, and how process design personnel can productively integrate
principles of mechanics.
A principal them,e of many presentations and discussions related to the need
for appropriate length scales in mechanics approaches in order to provide a useful
foundation for selection of process parameters. Also, issues of compromise between
process parameters and the degree of material damage incurred during the process
were highlighted in numerous presentations and discussions. In many cases,
mechanics analyses had not yet been performed nor constitutive laws developed of
sufficiently robust nature to guide process design.
A major unresolved issue is that of group effects of mesoscale features on
deformation and failure: (e.g. patterning and distribution of dislocations, grains,
reinforcement, inclusions, etc.). Similarly, sorting out the influence of collective
mechanisms on process integrity is indeed a formidable task, as is the coupling of
simultaneous deformation/failure /kinetics mechanisms.
In considering the~ efficacy of material models for use in process design, it is
4

pertinent to consider ·whether they are complete if "tuned" to certain macroscopic
observations. In many cases, the length scales which control the process and failure
mechanisms are on the order of 10-50 pm and below. Certainly, critical tests must
be developed to validate the capability of the models over a wide range of process
conditions. Moreover, with life (.)'Cle design concepts ("cradle to grave") in mind, the
in-service durability re~quirements must be factored into the definition of process
route. Some of the primary issues in material modelling include consideration of
length scales, inelasticity, evolution of damage, rate and temperature dependence,
large deformations, nonlocality and environmental degradation.
In attempting to incorporate quantitative mesoscale information into
mechanics models, it is necessary to develop much more statistically reliable means
of image analysis and data reduction than those traditionally employed. For example,
use of higher order statistics (correlations) is essential, as is linking various fields of
view in order to establish a statistically significant sample space, a persistent problem
in TEM. Such image analysis helps to form the basis for modelling of in-situ, rather
than idealized structures and properties. The branch of mechanics necessary to
support process design is much different in nature than that pertaining to idealized,
homogeneous materials. Moreover, it must be emphasized that solid mechanics alone
is insufficient to address the various problems which arise during processing. The
mechanics of fluids, phase transformations, thermodynamics, and chemical reactions
are on equal footing as essential elements.
An element absc:~nt in most "integrated" processing analyses is a realistic cost
analysis which depends on the process parameters and on the evolving state of the
material. Trade-offs are numerous and inevitable. For example, process routes
which might lead to minimal material damage and residual stresses might be
unaffordably lengthy and/ or expensive. In some cases, they may even be physically
inadmissible.
Summary

Several observations can be made concerning the presentations and discussion
of this workshop:
•

There is an ever-increasing focus on characterizing, understanding and
modelling underlying physical mechanisms for various phenomena
encountered during processing.

•

The introduction of appropriate length scales into constitutive models
for material behavior has become a prominent issue, clearly essential
to understanding size effects in processing and failure. Even
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industrially significant monolithic alloys, for example, are really
composite: materials when viewed at the length scales of heterogeneity
at which the controlling mechanisms act.
•

There is a need to work with simple constitutive models in process
design, but not overly simplistic. Consideration of multiple, first order
mechanisms may transcend model complexity/accuracyrequirements.
This may also be true for prediction of lifetime of components subject
to multiple damage mechanisms.

•

The concept of process design maps which consider evolution of
structure and properties during processing is receiving attention as a
possible forum for exchange of information between mechanics models
and process design; the evolution of the state of the material during
processing is nonlinearly constrained by the kinetics of transport,
nucleation and growth of defects, etc. In addition to the prediction of
mechanical and physical properties of materials as a function of
processing route, the evolution of properties (or damage) under
different process routes or service conditions is relevant and has been
largely ov~erlooked in previous micromechanics work.
Several
presentations (notably H. Wadley, University of Virginia) focused on
the use of simple mechanics models to provide process parameter
selection to ensure minimal process time with maximum material
integrity.

•

A "culture" of multidisciplinary collaboration/communicationis clearly
being established. The curriculum and interdisciplinary programs at
universities must effectively combine elements of mechanics, materials
science and materials processing in order to facilitate development of
integrated process design concepts.

•

Presently, rnacroscale parameters (e.g. porosity, "strength", ductility,
conductivity, etc.) or microscale parameters (e.g. microstructure
morphology) are typically used as measurable "targets" which form the
basis for assessing the quality of the process route. A more
comprehensive strategy for process design might (i) recognize a direct
link betwee1t1 process route and applications and (ii) institute memory
of initial conditions and process route through to the component
fabrication (and even service) stage. Such a strategy requires robust
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simulation/optimization tools, artificial intelligence, and a more
expansivE~ definition of the "state" of the process, including economic
and social impact in addition to the usual materials science and
mechanics performance considerations.

•

A clear framework needs to be developed for process desi&n which
links proc:ess route to desired mechanical and/orphysical properties.

•

It is necessary to incorporate mesoscale level architecture, distribution
and patterning effects within constitutive relations which are supportive
of tailoring of processed or engineered materials. This involves
interaction of mechanics and processing specialists at all stages of
process design. Moreover, it requires continued development of
computational mechanics and representative volume element averaging
procedures to achieve more accurate mesoscale and macroscale
descriptions of processes occurring at relevant microstructural length
scales.

•

Certain disciplines, such as quantitative characterization of
microstructure, advanced ultrasonics and computed tomography, serve
as enabling technologies to strengthen the linkage between mesoscale
mechanics, materials science and processing.

Recommendations

I.

Continue Interdisciplinary Workshops Regarding Process Design with Focus
on Specific Problems of Industrial Significance

As pointed out in the concluding session of the workshop, this type of
workshop activity offers a very clear and direct means of exposing processing
scientists, materials scientists and mechanics researchers to the issues and vocabulary
that each faces in tackling processing of materials and components. A survey of the
literature or casual, periodic exposure at seminars is no substitute for the extended
presentation and· discussion format of the workshop. It is recommended that some
forum for interaction along these lines be maintained to further build and strengthen
links between the processing, materials science and mechanics communities. This will
enhance the relevance of programs in academia and contribute to industrial
competitiveness.
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To enhance the industrial participation and effectiveness of future workshops
in this subject, it would be productive to focus on applications with broad impact.
Some examples include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
ll.

Weldment process design
Process dc~sign and residual stresses
Joining of advanced composite materials
Modelling of moving reaction zones during processing and service of
high temperature composite materials
Effects of fiber imperfections and distribution in
processing/performance of composites
Process control to optimize materials with respect to specific
performance targets
Advances in simulation of processing and intelligent systems

Emphasize Interdisciplinary Materials SciencefMechanicsPrograms in
Academia

It is useful to consider academic models for strong interdisciplinary interaction
such as those featured in this workshop (e.g. Georgia Tech, MIT, UC-Santa Barbara,
Michigan State, Washington State, etc.) in developing strategies for integrating
mechanics and materials science principles into process design. It might be fruitful
to consider mechanisms for exchange of faculty, post-doctoral researchers and
students with such universities, as well as faculty and student exchange programs with
industry.
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APPENDIX 1: WORKSHOP SESSION SCHEDULE

Sunday, October 23
Workshop Registration
5:00 PM - 8:00 f•M
Reception at Hilton Resort, Lake Lanier Islands
6:00 PM - 8:00 P'M

Monday, October 24
7:30AM
7:45AM

Registration Commences
Coffee and pastries

8:10AM
WELCOME: G. Poehlein
Vice Pn~sident for Interdisciplinary Programs
Georgia Institute of Technology
8:20AM
Workshop Overview
D.L. McDowell, Georgia Institute of Technology
Chair
8:30AM
Outline of Program
S.D. Antolovich, Washington State University
Co-Chair
Session 1 - The Linkage of Mechanics and Processing: Various Perspectives
Session Chair: S.I>. Antolovich, Washington State University
8:35AM

H.N.G. ,Wadley, University of Virginia, Constitutive Models for the

Intelligent Processing of High Perfonnance Composites
9:05AM

G. Yode:r, Office of Naval Research, Office of Naval Research:
Structurar Metals- Processing/Mechanics Issues
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9:35AM

A Pecbenik, Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Basic
Research in Ceramics

Coffee Break: 10:05 AM- 10:35 AM
Session Chair: G.C. Johnson, University of California-Berkeley

10:35 AM
10:55 AM
11:15 AM

E.R. Fuller, NIST, Stochastic Aspects of the Mechanical Behavior of
Advanced Ceramics via Computer Simulations
J .K. McDowell, Michigan State University, Integrated Material Design,
Part Design and Process Design in Polymer Composites: The Role of
Advanced Computing in Research and Education
A Abhiraman, Georgia Institute of Technology, Educating
Multidisciplinary Integrators: Georgia Tech Experience in Polymers

11:35 AM Discussion (Leader J.P. Hirth, Washington State University)
12:20 PM Lunch
Dinner (on your own)
Session 2 - Nanoscale Structures, Coatings and Thin Films
Session Chair: Y.- W. Chung, Northwestern University

6:30PM
6:50PM

7:10PM
7:30PM

J.P. Hirth, Washington State University, Constitutive Behavior of

Nanoscale Layered Structures
W.J. Lackey, Georgia Institute of Technology, Chemical Vapor
Deposition and Infiltration for Ceramic and Carbon Matrix Composites
S.l. Rokhlin, Ohio State University, Assessment of Fiber/Matrix
Interphase Elastic Properties and Interphase Damage in Ceramic and
Metal Matrix Composites
J. Qu, Creorgia Institute of Technology, Modeling of Interfaces in
Fiber-Rei'nforced Composite Materials
Break (7.:50 PM-8:15PM)
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Session 3 • Processing K
Session Chair: B.N. Cox, Rockwell International Science Center
8:15PM
8:35PM
8:55PM

C.G. Le:vi and F .A Leckie, University of California-Santa Barbara,
The Manufacture and Performance of Model MMC Joints
H.L Marcus, University of Texas-Austin, Solid Freefonn Fabrication:

an Opportunity for Advanced Performance
L Anand, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Polycrystalline
Plasticity: Constitutive Equations and Applications to Deformation
Processing

9:15PM Discussion (Leader, K.K. Chawla, New Mexico Institute of Technology)
10:00 PM Adjourn
Tuesday, October 25

7:45AM

Coffee and pastries

Session 4 - Process/Structure/Property Relations
Session Chair: C.F. Shih, Brown University
8:10AM

8:30AM
8:50AM
9:10AM
9:30AM

Allt~n,

Texas A&M University, Some Roles of Mechanics in the
Prediction of Life in Metal Matrix Composites
H.M. Zbib, Washington State University,Modelling of Plastic Flow in
Metal Matrix Composites: Size and Shape Effects
W.S. Johnson, Georgia Institute of Technology, Constituent Level
Modeling of Complex TMF Stress-Strain Response in Titanium Matrix
Composites
B.N. Cox,, Rockwell International Science Center, Life Prediction for
Brittle Fibrous Composites
J.L Bassani, University of Pennsylvania, Problems in Crystal Plasticity
and StraiJr Localization
D.H.

Coffee Break (9:50AM- 10:10 AM)
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Session Chair: \V.S. Johnson, Georgia Institute of Technology
10:10 AM
10:30 AM
10:50 AM
11:10 AM

R. Talreja, Georgia Institute of Technology, On Mechanics of
Initiation, Evolution and Criticality of Damage in Composite Materials
C.F. Shih, Brown University, Long-Fiber Composites: Relations
Between Architecture, Constituents, Strength and Crack Growth
Resistance Under Compressive Loading
A Gokhale, Georgia Institute of Technology, Quantitative
Charactt~rization of Microstnlctural Damage Evolution in Composites
G. Voyiadjis, Louisiana State University, Constitutive Modelling of
Plasticity with Damage in Metal Matrix Composites

11:30 AM Discussion (Leader, J.L Bassani, University of Pennsylvania)
12:15 Lunch
Dinner (on your own)
Session 5 • Processing II
Session Chair: M.E. Kassner, Oregon State University
6:30PM
6:50PM
7:10PM
7:30PM

D.A Hughes, SandiaNationalLaboratories-Livermore,Microstructure
and Texture at Large Strains
C.H. Hamilton, Washington State University, Mechanical
Character.ization and Constitutive Modeling for Superplastic Fonning

Processes
G.C. Johnson, University of California-Berkeley, Nondestructive
Evaluation of Damage in Metals
H.L. Scbrteyer, D. Sulsky, D. Oscar and W. Zhou, University of New
Mexico, The Potential Usefulness of the Material Point Method for
Metal Rolling and Extrusion

Break (7:50 PM - 8:15 PM)
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Session 6 • Intermetallics and Quasi-Brittle Alloys
Session Chair: J.:P. Hirth, Washington State University
8:15PM

C.T. Liu and S. Miura, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Reaction

Synthesir of Niyfl/NiA.lAluminides
8:35PM
8:55PM

S.D. Antolovich, Washington State University, Plasticity-Induced
Cleavage in NiAl and Suggestions for Enhancing Ductility
A Saxena and D.L McDowell, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Crack G~rowth in Creep-Brittle Light Alloys at Elevated Temperature

9:15PM Discussion (Leader, T.L. Starr, Georgia Tech)
10:00 PM Adjourn
Wednesday, October 26

7:45AM

Coffee and pastries

Session 7 - Processing llll
Session Chair: C.(}. Levi, University of California-Santa Barbara

8:10AM
8:30AM
8:50AM
9:10AM
9:30AM

K.K. Chawla, New Mexico Institute of Technology, Thennal Cycling
Induced .Damage in Metal Matrix Composites
T.L Starr, Georgia Institute of Technology, Residual Porosity in High
Temperature Composites: Structure, Processing and Properties
S.R. Stoc:1c, Georgia Institute of Technology, Microstructure Evolution
During (~VI Densification Studied Nondestructively with Very High
Resolution X-ray Computed Tomography
Y.-W. Cbung, Northwestern University, Mechanics and Development
of Tribontaterials
M. Boyce, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Mechanics of
Polymers During Large Defonnations: Experiments and Modelling

Coffee Break (9:50AM - 10:10 AM)
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Session Chair: lH.N.G. Wadley, University of Virginia
10:10 AM
10:30 AM

M.C. 1rolle and M.E. Kassner, Oregon State University, Mechanisms
of Ductile Fracture in Pure Silver Under High Triaxial Stress States
N. Chandra, C.R. Ananth and Z.-Y. Xie, FAMU/Florida State
University, Evaluation of Inteifacial Shear Properties in Metal Matrix
Composites using Thin-slice Push-out Tests

10:50 AM

Discussion (Leader, H.L Marcus, University of Texas-Austin)

12:00 PM Conference Luncheon
Session 8 - Workshop Summary/Discussion
1:30PM

Summary Discussion
Leaders:
Mechanics Issues- D.H. Allen, Texas A&M University
Processing Issues- K.K. Chawla, New Mexico Institute of Technology

2:30PM

Closing Comments
S.D. Antolovich, Washington State University
D.L. M[cDowell, Georgia Institute of Technology

3:00PM

Workshop adjourned
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Constitutive Models for the Intelligent Processing of High Performance
Composites
Haydn N.G. Wadley
Intelligent Processing of- Materials Laboratory
School of Engineering and Applied Science
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22903-2442
Abstract
Intelligent Processing o·f Materials (I PM) is an emerging methodology for simulating and
controlling the proces!iing and manufacture of materials. It is finding widespread
application during the 1nanufacture of electronic, photonic and composite (i.e. high
performance) materials, as well as primary metals such as steel and aluminum. IPM
simulation tools seek to' create, at the level of an engineering workstation, a "virtual"
version of a process. They ~ombine
response

to

processing

proc~ss

stimuli

(e.g.

models using the material's (constitutive)
pressure,

temperature,

environmental

conditions ... ) with char,acteristics of the process equipment to predict the material's
performance defining attributes at the completion of the process. Thus, they provide
a methodology for the process engineer to conduct "what if ... " trials in minutes or
hours compared to weeks or months of practical experimentation, and for near optimal
processing approaches to be identified. IPM controllers are an innovative extension
of today's state-of-the-art in control technology. They exploit the recent availability
of non-invasive sensors that sense critical product variables during the process. This
new knowledge about the state of the process, together with process models, can be
used to plan and execute feedback control schemes leading to products with "goal
state" combinations of

~~erformance

approach to (materials)

r~rocess

defining property attributes. This radically new

control enables the processing of high performance

materials hitherto considered too unstable fOr commercialization and significantly
improves the yield/quality of many others already manufactured today. This talk will
review recent/ongoing research on constitutive model development for metal matrix
composite consolidation ,and give examples of its use for simulating and controlling the
process.
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AIR FORCE BASIC RESEARCH IN CERAMICS

Dr. Alexander Pechenik
Ceramic materials program manager
Directorate of Aerospace ar.td Materials Sciences
Air Force Offtce of Scientific Research
Bolling AFB, Washington, :D.C.
ABSTRACT
This talk outlines the CUJTent status and future directions of the Air Force basic research program
in ceramics, with particular 'emphasis on structural ceramics. Two programs. Mechanics of
Materials, managed by Dr. W.F.Jones, and Ceramic and Nonmetallic Materials, managed by Dr.
A.Pechenik, that deal with structural ceramics, will be discussed in details. The scopes of the
two programs complement each other, with the former emphasizing mechanics-related issues
and the latter concentrating un materials science issues, such as microstructure development,
fundamentals of processing, thennodynamic stability, and diffusion. Strong, mutually
beneficial interaction of the JW Force mechanics and materials science programs will be
illustrated by discussing som.e research projects on ceramic matrix composites. As a nonn, the
projects dealing with mechanics of brittle-matrix composites and fracture mechanics are
supponed by the Mechanics of Materials program, whereas those dealing with high-temperature
properties of fibers and fiber·· matrix interfaces are supported by the Ceramic and Nonmetallic
Materials program, however some projects are of collaborative nature and, accordingly, cosponsored by both programs. This talk will also outline the most relevant near-tenn applications
of ceramic materials in the Air Force.
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STOCHAS'DC ASPECTS of the MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR
of ADVANCED CERAMICS via COMPUTBR SIMULAnONS
Bdwin R. Puller, Jr.

Ceramics Diviaion
Na1ionallnltitu1e of Standards and Teclmology
GaithersbWJ, MD 20899
tdcphone: (301) 915-5195
e-mail: fuller@tiber.nist.gov
Advanced ceramic materials can have liFificant positive impact on innumerable app&ationa,

particularly at elevated temperatures. Brittlcneas, however, ia a major concern ill desiping
with these materials. A pntzalatratagcm has been to improve the fracture tou&~mess.
Indeed, much progress has lbeen achieved in developing ceramic microstructures through
innovative processing. wbicb lead to improved fracture resistance. Undemanding of
toughening mechanisms is typically formulated iD terms of idea]; zed micro-mrianics models.
Statistical upects of these mechanisms, related to the stochastic nature of the heterogeneous.
aranular microstructure in these ceramic materials, are rarely con&iderecl. A challenge is to
develop micro-mechanics computer simulations which can elucidate important microstructural
and stochastic aspects of the~ strenath and fracture touJ}mess of advanced ceramic materials
and to relate these features 1to the proc:easing conditions that produced them.
Idealized micro-mccbanicai models are typically expressed in terms of simple microstructural
elements in idealized configurations. These individual elements form the essence of
micromcchanies models that: comprise more complex multi-element structures. Accordingly,
the strategy is to generate a microstructure, to store it digitally in a con1puter, and to compute
its properties by solvina an appropriate set of constitutive equations. In this procedure
physical processes become c•bjects;
linked objects are isomorphic to the
microstructure. The role of key

microstructural variables (e.g., elastic
behavior, transgranular fracture surface
energy. arain-boundary touahness,
misfit strains from thermal expansion
anisotropy and phase transformations,
grain ~ and morpholoJY,
a-ystallogaphic and morphological
texture, physical properties of 1ee0nd
phases) on the fracture bcha'riar may
now be explored systematically.
To illustrate this approach, raults of computer simulations from a micro-mechaniC~
microstructural model are ptaented to eluddate the influence of reaidual, aisotropy, thermal
misfit strain& in a random, two-dimensional micr01tructure on spontanCOUI microcraeldng.
Microcrack density and residual mechanical properties are characterized in terms of their
dependence on misfit strain, gain size, arain-boundary toughness, and clutie properties.
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Integrated Material J)esign, Part Design and Process Design in Polymer Composites:
The Role of Advanced Computing in Research and Education
Dr. James K. McDowell
Composite Materials and Structures Center
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824-1326
ABSTRACT
Integrating material design, part design and process design becomes increasingly important as
polymer composites penetrate the durable goods markets and as traditional high performance
markets like aerospace become more and more cost conscious. Advanced materials like polymer
composites require a mul1i-dimensional design paradigm for manufacturing success. Such a
stance is not found in thte treatment of common homogeneous metals. The lack of multidimensional considerations has Jead to the failure of many efforts in the use of polymer
composites and has prevented the full utilization of these materials.
The Advanced Computing Thrust at Michigan State University•s NSF State/Industry/University
Cooperative Research Center on Low-Cost High-Speed Polymer Composites Processing is
exploring these issues of integrated multi-dimensional design. The Center•s five thrust areas are:
Liquid Molding, Novel Proc:essing, Recycled and Renewable Materials, Advanced Computing and
Interphases and Joining. The Center enjoys a rich interdisciplinary culture bringing together
chemical engineering, mE~chanical engineering, materials science and computer science.
Additionally, the Center has access to technical input and feedback from over twenty member
companies spanning the broad spectrum of the polymer composite industry.
The primary focus of the Advanced Computing Thrust has been on the development of
knowledge-based systems technology for constructing intelligent decision support software to
address aspects of this integrated materials/part/process deign vision. Building on current
strengths at MSU in the lntE~IIigent Systems Laboratory, the Advanced Computing Thrust•s goa1s
are to provide polymer composites designers, manufacturers and users with software systems and
tools to identify the strengths and weaknesses of this advanced material, leading to more effective
and efficient utilization. B,y focusing on "real-wofld" applications and "real-world" problem
solving, the state-of-the-art in knowledge-based systems technology will be advanced as well.
Under NSF and ARPA funding several intelligent decision support prototypes have been
developed in the area of polymer composite materials design and process technology selection.
Additional work under NSF has been devoted to the intelJigent control of microwave processing
of polymer composites, an activity that combines the Novel Processing Thrust and the Advanced
Computing Thrust. Progress has also been made on a framework for the redesign of metal
structural assemblies using polymer composites in the context of conceptual deign, though no
prototypes are currently available in this area In a joint project with the University of Delaware
under educational TRP funding and NSF program management, several of the current intelligent
decision support systems wiill be bundled with multi-media tutorials and refined to focus on
technologies and materials systems important to dual-use concerns.

"Educating Multidisciplinary Integrators: Georgia Tech Experience In Polymers"
A. S. Abhiraman

Polymer Education and Research Center
Georgia Institute of Technology
Abstract

Integration of synthesis with processing in the development of advanced engineering materials
is a challenging task that requires a breadth of knowledge that extends across materials
chemistry, physics and process engineering, with sufficient depth in each of these areas. This
presentation will describe, and evaluate, the educational programs in polymers that have been
developed at Georgia Tech to help meet this critical challenge.
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CONSTITUTIVE :BEHAVIOR OF NANOSCALE LAYERED STRUCTURES

J.P. Hirth
Mechanical and Materials Engineering Department
W~gton State University, Pullman, ~A 99164-2920
ABSTRACT
Nanoscale layered structures are of interest in integrated circuits and multicbip
modules in the electronics industry, in heavily drawn two-phase wires for 111perconducting
and space applications, ud in thermal barrier and graded composite applications. The
traditional treatment of the strength of such composites bas relied only on image forces on
dislocations near interfaces. We analyze the mechanism of dislocation motion in such
cases and develop constitutive relations. For flow, the motion of dislocation loops is
shown to be the likely rate controlling mechanism. 1be attendant dislocation structure
leads to load transfer and the build up of large isostatic tensile stresses in the harder phase.
The initial yield stress predicted by such a model is shown to agree well with
experimental measurements. Also of importance, in many cases multilayers or wires show
large plastic elongation it1 essentially an elastic/plastic type behavior. Accompanying such
behavior is the development of a symmetric plane-$b"Bin texture for the harder phase in the
laminate. We show that such an arrangement favors dual slip accompanied by glide
recovery and the suppression of any pileups, which would otherwise lead to plastic
instability and premature failure.
The results suggest that markeclly improved mechanical properties can be
achieved in such laminates, that is strength, ductility and toughness. Hence, in addition to
the use of such laminates for electronic, thermal or environmental resistance applications,
they could also be employed simply to improve mechanical properties.

CHEMICAL VAP<>R DEPOSffiON AND INFILTRATION OFFER PROMISE
OF IMPROVED FIBERS, INTERFACE COATINGS, AND CONSOLIDATION
PROCESSES FC)R CERAMIC AND CARBON MATRIX COMPOSITES
W. Jack Lackey
Georgia Tech Research Institute

Atlanta, GA 30332
ABSTRACT
Wider use of fiber-reinforced ceramic matrix composites for high temperature structural
applications is hindered by several factors including: 1) absence of a low cost, thermally stable
fiber, 2) embrittlement caused by oxidation of commonly used carbon and boron nitride fibermatrix interface coatings, 3) composite fabrication (consolidation) processes that are expensive
or degrade the fiber, 4) la1ck of suitable external coatings for protecting against oxidation and
corrosion, 5) difficulties in joining ceramics to metals, and 6) difficulties in designing for
relatively brittle composite materials. This paper addresses the first three of these shortcomings
and describes how current research at Georgia Tech in the areas of chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) and chemical vapor infiltration (CVI) may provide solutions to these important materials
problems.
A continuous CVD fiber coating process is being explored for the preparation of a low
cost, high strength, therma11y stable silicon carbide fiber tow. By depositing a 5 pm thick layer
of stoichiometric SiC onto c:ach filament of a carbon fiber tow it is possible to prepare fibers that
are 89% SiC which have tvvice the tensile strength of the commonly employed Nicalon fiber as
well as superior resistance to creep. An economic analysis indicates that the fibers could be
produced for $50/lb compared to $300/lb for Nicalon.
Carbon or boron nitride fiber-matrix interface coatings initially provide the required
debonding to enhance fracture toughness. However, when exposed to high temperature
oxidizing environments they oxidize which causes embrittlement of the composite. Since most
potential high temperature applications of ceramic matrix composites involve exposure to
oxygen, it is important that an oxidation resistant interface coating be developed. Accordingly,
we are attempting to determine if low shc:ar strength oxides such as those having the P"-alumina,
magnetoplumbite, and monazite structures would be suitable. This work involves determining
appropriate CVD condition:i for preparing these materials as well as determining whether it is
necessary for the basal plane of these structures to be oriented parallel to the fiber surface in
order to achieve the desired debonding.
The forced flow-thermal gradient CVI process (FCVI) has been shown to permit the rapid
consolidation of SiC matrix composites. Recently, we have extended the FCVI process to the
fabrication of carbon fiber-carbon matrix composites. Using 2-D carbon cloth preforms,
composite disks 0.8 em thick have been fabricated in less than 3 h; a small fraction of the time

required for either the resin/pitch or conventional CVI processing. Further, the FCVI process
facilitates the incorporation of oxidation inhibitors within the carbon matrix and may permit
obtaining a preferred crystallographic orientation that yields the high thermal conductivity
required for thermal managc~ment applications.

ASSESSMENT OF FIBER-MATRIX INTERPHASE ELASTIC
PROPERTIES AND INTERPHASE DAMAGE IN CERAMIC AND
METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
S.I. Rokhlin
The Ohio State University
Department of Welding Engineering
190 West 19th Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210
It is well established that the fiber-matrix interphase plays an important role in
determining composite peJ"formance. The interphase not only allows load transfer between fibers
and matrix but also provides matching of chemical and thermal compatibility between the
constituents. In metal and intermetallic matrix composites, special interfacial reaction barrier
coatings and compliant coatings are introduced to improve chemical and thermal compatibility.
In ceramic matrix composites, the interphase is designed to provide frictional sliding contact
between fiber and matrix to prevent fiber fracture due to matrix cracking. The interphase
microstructure and its reaction with other composite constituents have received increasing
attention. Despite great effort in the development of special fiber coatings to tailor the
interphase, interphase properties remain difficult to measure and interpret. The complexity of
such interphases will become even greater if the properties are altered during manufacturing or
in service by chemical reaction between the constitvents, or if micromechanical defects occur.
This paper describes experimental an"d modeling efforts to determine effective elastic
moduli of the interphases in composites. An example is given for ultrasonic characterization of
fiber-matrix interphases in ceramic and intermetallic matrix composites reinforced with SiC SCS6 fibers. The fiber-matrix interphases in these composites are 3 J..Lm thick carbon-rich coatings
ont he outer surface of the SiC shell. Although the same fiber is used in both composite systems,
experimental results indica1te that the effective interphasial moduli in these two composite systems
are very different. The lo·wer interphasial moduli in the reaction bonded Si 3N 4 (RBSN) ceramic
matrix composites are due to imperfect contact between interphasial carbon and the porous matrix
and to thermal tension forc:es which unclamp the interphase.
The application of the technique is demonstrated by characterization of interphasial
oxidation damage in a SiC/Si 3N4 ceramic composite and fatigue damage in a Ti-based metal
matrix composite. It is sh<l1wn that the interphasial layer stiffness significantly affects ultrasonic
wave attenuation and veloClity, and thus can be used for interphase characterization. In particular,
it is shown that the frequency dependence of attenuation can serve as a useful characteristic for
fatigue damage assessment. The results for attenuation and velocity measurements are compared
and demonstrate good agreement.

Modeling of Interfaces In Fiber-Reinforced Composite Materials

TumminQu
School of Mechanical Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
David R. Veazie
Center for High Performance Polymers and Ceramics
Clark Atlanta University
It is well known that an important revenue to improve the material performance is to
properly control the fiber/matrix interface in the design and processing of the composite.
For example, it is well known that weaker interface between SiC fiber and SiC matrix can
dramatically increase the toughness of SiC/SiC composites. However, it is not clear how
weak the interface needs to be in order for the composite to achieve the desired
toughness, as well as stiffness. In other words, to engineer composites so that their
properties fit specific performance needs, qualitative relationship between the intetface
properties and macromechanical behavior of the composite must be developed. Only with
such relationship known, can one develop proper design and processing principles to
specify the properties of fiber/matrix interfaces. Without those principles processing
control of interfaces can only be done on a trial and error bases.

In recent years, many investigators have tried to relate the macromechanical behavior
to the properties of fiber/lnatrix interfaces. Two key issues in this area are ( 1) how to
model the interfaces and (2) how to measure (characterize) the in-situ properties of
interfaces. This talk will focus on the frrst one.
A brief survey of several interface models developed in the literature in the last few
years will be presented first. The survey will focus on the model's applicability to
quantitatively relating interface properties and macromechanical behavior of composites.

In the second part of the talk, the transverse behavior of an AI,.O/Al composite is
presented as a model problem. It is assumed that the interphase between the matrix and
the fiber is due to a thin layer of carbon coating of the fibers. The coating (interphase) is
modeled as a layer of elastic-perfect plastic springs with its yield strength as the interphase
strength. In the study, the fibers are modeled as isottopic, linear elastic solids. The matrix
is modeled as an elastic-plastic solid with its plastic behavior following the RambergOsgood equation. Consequently, the overall effective stress-strain curve will become nonlinear as soon as either the intetphase yields (fiber debonding) or the matrix yields.
By using the finite elentent method, a numerical analysis for a basic cell provides
results for the micromechanical fields of stresses and the macromechanical propenies of
the composite, with and without partial interphase failure. In addition, an analytical
estimation scheme to predict the transverse effective stress-strain relation is developed by
using a modified Mori-Tanaka method. Satisfactory agreements between the analytical
estimates and the numerical solutions are found

THE MANUFACTURE AND PERFORMANCE OF MODEL MMC JOINTS
Carlos G. Levi and Frederick A. Leckie
High Performance Corf1JC)sitesi Center. Departments of Materials and Mechanical Engineering.
University of Califomia, Santa !Barbara. CA 93106

ABSTRACT
Continuous fiber reinforcement of light metals leads to improved stiffness and strength,
but also to anisotropic properties which complicate the design and manufacture of
components. In many cases, multiple composite and monolithic elements must be
joined together to make a usable product. Owing to uncertainty in the properties of the
resulting interfaces. however, it is often decided to transmit forces by shear only, thereby restricting design so that optimal solutions may be missed.
The present research program focuses on the mechanical behavior of joints in metal
matrix composites (MMCs), with the goal of enhancing the knowledge base necessary
for optimal component design. It involves activities on design, fabrication, testing, characterization and modeling of joints between fiber-reinforced At-matrix composites and
other monolithic, fiber- Ol" particulate-reinforced sub-elements. As such, it presents
unique opportunities for synergistic collaboration between the mechanics, materials and
processing communities.
The approach emphasizes; model joint geometries which represent relevant design problems but at the same time are sufficiently simple for analysis. Some of these geometries are illustrated in Figure 1. To minimize the undesirable and often irreproducible
defects introduced during a real bonding process, the model joints are fabricated by
pressure infiltration of molten metal into a carefully laid-up preform with a controlled
discontinuity in it. Since the matrix is continuous through the joint, but the fibers are not,
the behavior can, in principle, represent a baseline for optimum joint performance. The
approach would also facilitiate the subsequent identification of deleterious effects arising
from the bonding process itself.
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1. Model joint geometries used in this study. A: reference unidirectionally reinforced fiber composite specimen. B: sirf1)1e butt joint of uniform thickness. C,D: butt joints of variable thickness, E:
scarf joint, F: fiber-eomposite/rnonolithic joint, G: fiber-/particulate-composite joint.

The characterization of the composite strength basetine has evolved into a major activity, undertaken In collaboration with Industry. A summary of results for different alloy
matrices, fibers, specimen geometries, and loading configurations will be presented.
Tensile strengths range from -650 to -1100 MPa, depending on the type of fiber and
matrix, volume fraction and uniformity of distribution. In general, however, the stress on
the fibers at the moment of fracture was found to be on the order of the dry fiber bundle
strength for an equivalent gauge length. These results will be briefly discussed In the
light of evolving theories on the mechanics of fiber strengthening.
Studies on joints have concentrated thus far on composite-composite systems with parallel fiber alignments (specimen geometries B-E in Fagure 1). The corresponding stressstrain behaviors are illustrated in Figure 2. Simple butt joints with thin (60-300 JLm) unreinforced metal gaps of uniform thickness Induced no significant degradation of composite stiffness in the axial drection. but exhibited ultimate strengths (and failure strains)
on the order of -113 of those observed in the composite. Conversely. butt joints with
metar gaps of variable thickness were characterized by lower stiffnesses and strengths,
but higher ductilities. A thin scarf joint at a 30° angle relative to the composite transverse cross section exhibited the lowest strenghts and failure strains.
Fractographic examinatio11 of the joint specimens suggested the presence of at least
three active failure mechanisms: (i) debonding at the fiber-end/metal gap interface,
(ii) fiber tip fracture, and (iii) voidage within the metar layer. His proposed that the latter
mechanism might provide an upper limit to the joint strength, which would be on the
order of -4ay. The measured strengths, which are lower than this limit in all cases
studied thus far. appear to be dominated by the first two mechanisms.

Figure 2. Tensile stressstrain behavior of the
composite - composite
model joint geometries in
Figure 1 (B-E). The

shaded band denotes
the range of behaviors
for the reference
composite specimens
(A). which varied In

volume fraction from --55
to -63% and achieved
ultimate tensile strengths
of 670 to 760 MPa.
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Solid Freeform Fabrication, an Opportunity for Advanced Performance
Harris L. Marcus
Cullen Trust Professor in Engineering Education
Center for Materials Science and Engineering
University of Texas C2201
Austin, Texas 78712
Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF) is the creation of three dimensional objects
directly from a Computer Aided Design (CAD) database without part specific tooling or
human intervention. There are a wide range of technical approachs to SFF using solid,
liquid and gas precusors for creating the shapes. The ultimate goal of SFF research is to
create processes to rapicUy produce accurate, structurally sound monolithic and composite
parts in a variety of matJerials (polymers, ceramics, and metals} which will provide a basis
for entirely new ways of manufacturing. SFF has the capacity to dramatically shorten
development cycle times for engineering systems by breaking the modelmakinglprototyping
bottleneck and also to irr1prove configuration management by simplifying the link between
the CAD database, the materials processing and the fabricated part It also offers the
opportunity to taylor make local material properties into the structure being produced.
At the University of Texas we are applying several approaches to SFF including
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), Selective Laser Reactive Sintering (SLRS) and Selective
Area Laser Deposition (SALD). A central focus to this research effort is the development
of both materials science and engineering and system and design understanding necessary
to produce structural parts in polymers, ceramics, metals and their composites from
precursor solid powders (SLS), powders combined with other powders or with gases as
precursors (SLRS) and gas precursors (SALD). In this workshop some of the potentially
unique opportunities that may be exploited using these and other SFF approaches to make
materials with appropriate~ properties integrated into the structural shapes will be described.
Much of the recent research that has evolved into these opportunities has been reported in
several symposia [ 1-3].
The details of overall research in Freefrom Fabriaction are broad based. Involved
are system and design issues that address the complete information processing, process
control, and process de~velopment and machines unique to the SFF approaches.
Simultaneously, the mateJials processing/microstructure/properties relationships that will
defme the end product pe1formance must be understood and accounted for in detail. The
synergism of the two approaches is required to truly establish SFF as a viable
manufacturing approach.
Materials processing for laser SFF manufacturing approaches will be governed by
the microstructure required to obtain the properties desired in the produced part as well as
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by the SFF processing interactions. There is a large material specific history of
microstructure/property relationships that underlie the processing approaches for metals,
ceramics and

compositf~s.

In all cases, SFF system specific thermodynamics and kinetics

control the development of the microstructure.

The known applications for SFF are

similar to those for Xerography in that they address a wide variety of existing industrial
needs. It also appears likely that the availability of machines that can produce freefonn
solid objects will, in itself, create entirely new and unforeseen applications. The
applications which are presently envisioned for the technology roughly fall into three
classes. We have termed these classes; I. Visualization, ll. Patterns, and ill. Functional
Parts. This classification is in order of increasing difficulty to achieve. Visualization
requires relatively low accuracy and strength and is basically achievable with the
technology as it exists today. Patterns require relatively high accuracy but still low strength.
Functional parts require both high accuracy and strength.
The approach to 1rnak.e unique functional parts by tayloring the microstructure will
be the emphasis of the presentation. Some of the more interesting challenges occur in
applications to the medical field. For example, data from Computer Aided Tomography
(CAT) scans can be effectively used to recreate shapes of internal features in an individual's
body. If the appropriate materials were developed, these shapes could also replicate the
body's structural compliance. This capability could be used to assist surgeons in planning
and practicing surgical operations. Other examples of the potential for SFF in medical
applications will be presented. Other approaches are involved in structural materials where
specific localized prope11ies are placed during processing of a shape, where gradiant
structures can be created,. where smart devices can be integrated directly into the system
where they would be most effectively used and in designed stiffness and strength on an as
needed basis in design. The wide range of opportunities for SFF produced micro and
macro structures will be described.
!.Proceedings of the Solid Freefrom Fabrication Symposium, Editors, Harris L. Marcus,
Joseph J. Beaman, Joel w·. Barlow, David L. Bourell and Richard Crawford, The
University of Texas at Austin, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993 and 1994.
2.Proceedings of the International Workshop on Rapid System Prototyping, Editors, R.P.
Chartoff, A.J. Lightman and J.A. Schank, University of Dayton Rapid Prototyping
Development Laboratory, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993 and 1994.
3.Proceedings of the European Conference on Rapid Prototyping, Editors. 1 Campbell and
P. Dickens, Nottingham University, 1992 (ISBN 0951975900), 1993 and 1994.
This research has been supported by the Texas Advanced Technology Project, 1993
A1P-351 and by ONR under contract N00014-92-J1514.
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POLYCRYSTALlLINE PLASTICITY: CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
AND APPLJCATION TO DEFORMATION PROCESSII'iG
L. ANAND

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of 'Iechnology
Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

In polycrystalline metals the major cauae or a.niaotropic plastic response is crystallographie textu~ resu.ltir1g from the TeOrientatton of the crystal lattices of grains during
deformation. We have developed an elastic-pla.stlc, ra.te-dependcnt polycrystalline model
lor low homologous temperatures in which plastic defonnation within individual crystals is taken to be by crystallographic slip alone. 'Ib predict the global response of
the polycrystal, the transition from the micro-response of the individual grains to &.he
macTo--response of the polycrystalline aggregate, we follow the pioneering work of G. I.
Taylor and assume that the deformation gradient within each grain has a uniform value
throughout the agregate, and that all grains have equal volume. In this approximate
model, compatibility Is satisfied and equllibrium holds in each grain, but equilibrium i6
usually violated betwee1~ grains. We have developed a new fully implicit Ume-integration
procedure for the const;itutive model and implemented it in a finite element program.
The new computational procedures can be used in two types of finite element calculations: (a) where an intf!:gratinn point represents a materla.l point in a single crystal. and
the constitutive response is given by the single crystal model: and (b) where an integra·
tion point represents a material point in a polycrystalllne sample and the constituti\'t:
response is given through a. 'Ii.ylor-type polycrystal model.
We have carried out a deta.iled evaluation of our elastic-plutic Taylor-type polycrystalline model. Spedfically, the model has been evaluated by comparing the predictions
for the evolution of crystallographic texture and the stress~rain response in simple compression and tension, plane strain oomp~inn, and simple shear of initially lsotTOpic face
centered cubic (fcc) copper against: (i) corresponding experiments 1 and (ii) finite element
simulations of these experiments usin& a multitude of single crystals with accounting for
the satisfaction of both oompatibllity and equilibrium In the weak/finite-itlement sense.
Our experiments and callculations have shown that the Taylor-type model is in reasonable
first-order agreement wilth the experiments for the evolution of texture and the overall
atress-straln response o!' alngle-pbase polycrystalline copper~
The good predictive ~~pabilities of our physically based a.nlsotropic constitutive model
for polycrystalline materials, together with our new eomputational procedures for simulating Ole stress-strain behavior and the evolution of texture under non-homogeneous
deformation conditions have also been demonstrated by comparing mnnerical simulations
against experimental me:a.surcments on micro--forgings of initiDJl11 uotropie and initiclly
pretextured copper.

Some Roles elf Mechanics in the Prediction of Life in
Metal Matrix Composites
by
David H. Allen
Ce~nter for Mechanics of Composites
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77843-3141
ABSTRACT
Recent focus on the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) and the High Speed
Civil Transport (HSCT) have caused increased interest in continuous fiber
metal matrix composites (MMC's) due to their potential for high strengthto-weight ratios and elevated temperature deployment. Unfortunately,
very little success has been thus far acheived, in spite of the fact that
much energy and resources have gone into development of these new
materials. In fact, no continuous fiber MMC's are currently being utilized
in production vehicles in the United States, and this is at least in part due
to the fact that these composites demonstrate performance below what
was initially expected. In particular, life of these composites is
generally much lower than that found in monolithic metal alloys. In order
then to improve the pt:>tential for deployment of these advanced materials,
it will be necessary to develop new systems with properties which are
improved.
The traditional approach might seem to be to utilize the same base
of expertise that contributed to the development of new metallic
superalloys in the last two decades. However, in the case of composites
it is rapidly becoming clear that this scientific group will need to be
supplemented with additional expertise in order to produce significant
gains in the performance of MMC's. This is due to the fact that in
composites the chemistry problem must be supplemented with some
understanding of the rraechanics of the medium. The life of this new
generation of composites is deteriorated by the development of
microstructural damagE!, both at the interface between fiber and matrix,
and also at free surfaces and ply interfaces. Such issues are inherently
related to the thermonnechanics of fracture.
In the current pn~sentation the author will attempt to underscore
the need for cooperative research between materials engineers and
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mechanicians by discussing the example of the much studied titanium
matrix/silicon carbide fiber systems, commonly called TMC's (titanium
matrix composites). 'There are a variety of matrix materials under study,
including Ti-15-3, Ti-6-2-4-2, Ti Beta2 1S, and a variety of titanium
aluminides. The fiber is generally either SCS-6 or sigma. Both are trade
names for CVD formed fibers; the former has a carbon substrate, whereas
the latter has a tungsten substrate. Composites are fabricated from these
constituents by a variety of techniques, including tape casting, powder
mats, foil-fiber-foil hot pressing, HIPing, arc spraying, and plasma
spraying. Complications arise from the fact that many of the titanium
based matrix materials undergo substantial oxidation at temperatures in
excess of 500 C.
Prediction of life is clearly dependent on the development of an
accurate processing model, as residual stresses develop during cool down.
Since it is known that surface embrittlement due to oxidation can have a
detrimental effect on life, it is also imperative to include this effect in
life prediction models. Finally, the evolution of microstructural damage
is a key to effective life prediction. The author will discuss recent
research performed at Texas A&M University dealing with the
thermomechanics of the above three effects. It will be shown that with
an accurate mechanics framework predictions can be utilized to help
develop improved models for predicting life in advanced continuous fiber
MMC's.

MODELLING OF PLASTIC FLOW IN METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES:
SIZE AND SHAPE EFFECTS

Hussein M. Zbib
Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering
Washington State University
Pullman, WA 99164-2920

The homogenous/heterogeneous plastic deformation in metal matrix composites reinforced
with elastic particulates is investigated. The main issue is to develop a model which explains the
influence of particle size, shape and volume fraction on the overall strength of the composite.
The approach is based on 1the use of a finite unit cell composed of a rigid inclusion surrounded
by a matrix metal, e.g. AI/Sci system. For uniformly distributed particles, the overall
homogeneous response of the composite is determined by employing an upper bound theory,
yielding a relationship that predicts the effect of the particle's shape and its volume fraction on
the flow stress of the composite. It is shown, for example, that prolate particles under
axisymmetric loading provide higher strength than oblate ones with the same volume fraction.
The result of the analytical model compare very well with experimental data found in the
literature and with finite ele.ment calculations. For a nonuniform distribution of particles, a highly
heterogenous strain field is present and significantly affects the flow stress of the composite.
This effect is modelled by c:onsidering a local inhomogeneous strain perturbation resulting from
the strain incompatibility between the matrix and particles. This leads to the development of a
gradient-dependent flow stress which measures the influence of high strain gradients and particle
size as well as particle sha1:.e and volume fraction.

Constituent Level Modeling of
Complex TMF Stress-Strain Response in Titanium Matrix Composites

by
W. Steven Johnson
School of Material Science and Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia

Titanium matrix composites TMC are leading candidates for structural materials on
future hypersonic aerospace vehicles. TMC are also being evaluated for applications on
new high performance aircraft engines in order to lower the weight and raise the
operating temperatures. In these applications the TMC material will be subjected to
severe combinations of load and temperature. It is important to be able to predict the
mechanical response of these materials to any arbitrary combination of thermal and
mechanical loading. The thermo-viscop1astic response of titanium matrix composites
reinforced with ceramic fibers will be experimentally tested and correlated with
predictions made using the laminate code VISCOPLY. The thermo-viscoplastic behavior
of the matrix material is determined experimentally and modeled using a modified
Eisenberg-Yen approach. The properties of the fiber and matrix are input for the
VISCOPL Y code. This presentation will demonstrate that constituent properties can be
used to predict composite~ behavior under extreme conditions.

Lite PredletloD lor Brittle l'lbroua Composites
Brian N. Cut
Rockwell IDtematioul Scla.ce Center
1049 Camino dos Riot
Thouaand Ow CA Pl360
(ah.rtnJCt for Proc•.r.ring G1Ul Coutit•tive MIHUlling

D/ Atlvac•d

Engineered Jlat•rlal& II
lAU Limier 16., Geo"'ia. October 24-26, 1994)

Recent accompUahmentl iD the field of prodictiaa etrength,
fatigue, and cre.ep life in fibroue ceramic compoaltes will be
reviewed. The c:cntral problems are matrix cracking, delaminatioD,
and tbc lhieldiac of matrix cracks by bridJina fiben. Topics will
include the follow.ina. I) Micromechanical modeling - au. appraisal of
whether detailed micromechanical models commonly uaed for
bridsed cracks (eipecially those descrlbins frictional load tranafer
between fiber and matrix) are aufficiently aubatantiated by
experimental meaaurementa.
2) Some universal and fuDdamental
concept& for bridJcd crack• that auggeat approaches to predictiu1
ensineering propertiee without usumlns detail• of mochuiams that
exceed obaorvations. 3) Recent work ou modelina rate effects (creep,
viscosity, etc.) at high temperaturca.
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Problents in Crystal Plasticity and Strain Localization
John L. Bassani
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19104
During deformation processing of ductile materials, plastic deformation often
concentrates within narrow bands. Upon further straining, the deformation may
become diffuse again or it may continue to concentrate leading to fracture in the
vicinity of the bands. These phenomena may produce failure during the processing
itself, for example, under sheet rolling and sheet bending conditions, respectively,
thus causing a type of forming limit which is known to be a strong function of mean
stress state. Or they may lead to inferior products, because of aesthetically
unacceptable strain markings or in the reduction in ductility arising from
inhomogeneous microstructures. This lecture focuses on related problems in single
crystals.
In the early stages of plastic flow of many metallic single crystals slip ceases to be
homogeneous and a microstructure develops through the formation of coarse slip
bands. This is particularly pronounced for so-called single-slip orientations, i.e.
when the highest-stressed slip system accounts for most of the plastic deformation.
In this case the slip bands form with a regular laminate-like patterning. Similar
phenomena occur in bicrystals and polycrystals.

Based upon a new understanding and theory of single crystal hardening we have
shown that fine secondary slips play an important role in the nucleation and
saturation of such localized modes of deformation. These secondary slips may also
be key to the issue of patterning, e.g. thickness and spacing of coarse slip bands
particularly in single-phase materials, through the effects of geometrically necessary
dislocations on hardening. At finite strain, the notions of lattice curvature and
geometrically necessary dislocations can be defined using a non-Riemannian
geometry. A proposal is made to incorporate these effects within a single crystal
constitutive theory.

ON MECHANICS OF INITIATION, EVOLUTION AND
CRITICAliTY ~DF DAMAGE IN COMPOSITE MATERIALS

Ramesh Talreja
School of Aerospace Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-QlSO
ABSTRACT

The field of damage mechanics of composite materials is at a stage in
its development ~vhere a variety of analyses exist to deal with
different specific ];>roblems without a unifying general approach.
Further development seems to be marred presently by a somewhat
unnecessary controversy regarding which of the two approaches micromechanics or continuum damage mechanics - is more
appropriate. This presentation will address the needs in damage
mechanics modeling by first highlighting the nature of the general
problem. Specific examples of damage in polymer and ceramic matrix
composites under thermomechanical loading will be taken to
illustrate the complexities involved in initiation, evolution and
criticality of damage. The existing micromechanics methods and
solutions will be reviewed to assess the limitations of this approach
in the context of the general problem. The avenue of approach to a
unifying general methodology will then be outlined.

Kink Band Fc,rmation and Propagation in Composites:
ExperirrLents and Micromechanical Analysis
C. F. Shih
Division of Engineering, Brown University
Providence, Rhode Island 02912
Abstract
Kinking has been recognized as the primary compressive-strength limiting failure mechanism of unidirectional fiber reinforced composites. Nevertheless progress in modeling
kinking has been hampered by a lack of understanding of the kinematics of kink band formation and propagation. 'We have undertaken a series of compression tests in which various
stages of kink band formation, propagation and steady-state kinking were recorded by a
video camera equipped with microscope lens. The material employed is a unidirectional
fiber composite with carbon fibers and a relatively ductile matrix. Based on the real-time
observations, we propose kinematic/micromechanics models for kink band formation and
for steady-state kinking. The stress for incipient kinking and the stress for steady-state
kinking are presented. These stress predictions and associated kink band orientations
are compared with experhnental observations. The merits of critical (maximum) strength
based on incipient

kinkin~;

versus lower-bound strength based on steady-state kinking and

the practical consequences to the design of load bearing composite components are discussed.

Quantitative Characterization of Microstructural
Damage Evolution in Composites

by
Arun M. Gokhale
Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
Ge!orgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA. 30332-0245
/

ABS'l'RAC'l'

Mechanical response of composites is sensitive to the presence of
microstructural damage such as microcracks, voids, delaminations,
etc. The microstructural damage evolves during processes such as
fatigue, thermal cycling, creep, etc. It is of interest to quantify
microstructural darnage and damage evolution to understand the
mechanical behavior of composites, and to develop realistic damage
mechanics models. The microstructural damage can be conveniently
observed on 2D metallographic sections through 3D microstructure.
The stereological methods permit unbiased estimation of the
important 3D geometric attributes of microstructural damage from
the measurements performed on random or design based 2D
metallographic sections. Attributes such as microcrack density,
size distribution e>f microcracks, total surface area of voids,
delaminations, microcracks, etc. can be estimated in an unbiased
manner by using stereological methods. Recent developments in
stereological techniques, as they apply to microstructural damage
in composites, are presented in this paper. Experimental data on
damage evolution in metal matrix composites and an intermetallic
are presented, with emphasis on what information regarding damage
evolution can be extracted from such quantitative data.

CONSTITUTIVE MODELING OF PLASTICITY WITH DAMAGE
IN METAL MATRIX CO:MPOSITES

George Z. Voyiadjis
Department of Civil Engineering
Louisiana State University
ABSTRACT
A coupled constitutive model is presented to study plasticity and damage in fiberreinforced metal matrix cc:,mposites. The composite system consists of a ductile elasto-plastic
matrix reinforced with continuous elastic fibers. The fibers are assumed to be linearly elastic
while the matrix obeys the~ von Mises yielding criterion with kinematic hardening .

.

The coupling of daJnage and plasticity is implemented in two distinct approaches. In the
first approach, the composite constitutive equations are formulated in a fictitious configuration.
This is followed by incorporating the damage transformation equations to derive the constitutive
equations in the d~age c.omposite system. In contrast, the second approach introduces the
damage transformation equations directly into the constitutive equations of the constitutive
equations based on the dan1aged constituents. The two approaches do not yield the same set of
constitutive equations basic:ally because different material models are used for the constituents.
It is clear that since the fibe:rs are elastic while the matrix is elasto-plastic, one should not expect
to obtain the same result from the two approaches. It is also clear that if both constituents were
assumed to behave elasticallly, both approaches would produce the same constitutive equations.
The two coupled 1111odels are applied to the problem of uniaxial tension of a thin
unidirectional composite ply. The tensile load is applied along the direction of the fibers. The
stress-strain curves are obtained for this problem using both approaches. The results are
compared and recommendations are made regarding the advantages and disadvantages of each
approach.

MICROSTRUCTURE AND TEXTURE AT LARGE STRAINS
D. A. Hughes
Center for Materials and Applied Mechanics
Sandia National Laboratories
Livermore, CA 94SSO

Many commonly encountered metal products, such as aluminum packaging materials, have a
long and continuing history of engineering advances to improve material behavior during
processing and subsequent product service. Improved cost performance is also closely
coupled to these advances. A current means to further those advances includes computer
process control and modeiHng. Integral to an ideal computer model are the material
parameters and the relatiortship between parameters which will enable the tailoring of
microstructures and crystallographic textures and thus, material behavior, during metal
processing. Some recent results regarding the mateiial parameters derived from dislocation
microstructures and the coupling between microstructure and texture at large strains will be
presented.
Deformation microstructure~s in fcc metals were observed using transmission electron
microscopy following different modes of uni-directional deformation.
Deformation microstructures formed at large strain were characterized in detail including their
macroscopic orientation wi1th respect to the deformation axis, crystallographic orientation,
misorientations, misorientation axis, spacing, and morphology of the dislocation boundaries.
The macroscopic crystallographic texture of the samples was measured using neutron
diffraction. The macroscopic texture was then compared to the microscopically defined
orientation of individual crystallites. This characterization shows that the observed dislocation
boundaries can be classified into different types which include ordinary cell walls,
microbands, lamellar boundaries, and subgrain boundaries.
The observed boundaries form a clear pattern of grain subdivision into differently deformin~
regions. In the general casE~, this grain subdivision occurs at two size scales. The smaller
subdivision is made by disl()cation cell boundaries which contain on average small lattice
rotations, while the larger subdivision is made by geometrically necessary boundaries which
surround groups of cells and have larger misorientations. The larger misorientations arise
from the accommodation of the lattice mismatches which develop between differently
deforming regions. Geometrically necessary boundaries observed include microbands,
lamellar boundaries, and subgrains. Incidental boundaries and geometrically necessary
boundaries provide two sepa~ate parameters for modeling mechanical behavior. Grain
subdivision is further shown to weaken the crystallographic texture and to increase texture
scatter. The analyses of the~;e boundaries followed the guidelines derived from the energy of
the microstructure per unit line length of dislocation coupled with the requirement for strain
accommodation.
This work supported by U.S. DOE under contract # DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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RONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION OP DAMAGE Ill METALS

George c. Johnson
Departaent of Mechanical Engineering
University of california
Berkeley, CA 94720

ABSTRACT

While a wide range of continuum models have been developed
to describe the evolutlon of damage within metals during inelastic deformation, there J.s relatively little experimental data to
support them.
Much c•f the data that does exist consists of
•end-point" data - an examination of the fracture surface after a
specimen has failed
or aetalloqraphic examination of the
material in its damaged state. Such metallography requires careful sample preparationl and considerable time to obtain the
desired quantitative infor.mation. The research presented here
provides a method to examine the evolution of damage in a more
continuous manner through ultrasonic techniques. Since the damage involves the growth of aicrocracks or aicrovoids, the presence of such damage will have a measurable effect on the speed at
which ultrasonic waves travel through the aaterial.
A series of notched tensile specimens have been pulled by
varying amounts and then examined ultrasonically and aetallographically. The deformation imposed is sufficient to cause
aaterial damage in the region of the notch, but the tests were
terminated prior to complete failure.
Flat samples have then
been cut from the center of these specimens for ultrasonic examination. The time-of-flight of longitudinal waves propagating
through the specimens, and the specimens• thickness (the ultrasonic path length) were aeasured over these planar samples to
obtain the profile of velocity variation. '!'his velocity •map" is
shown to be directly related to the damage and the accompanying
residual stress state. Results are presented for several aaterials, including alloys of aluminum, atainless •teel an4 brass.

THE POTENTIAL USEFULNESS OF THE MATERIAL POINT METHOD
FOR METAL ROLLING AND EXTRUSION
H.L SCHREYER, Professor, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering
D. SULSKY, Professor, Dept. of Mathematics and Statistics
D. OSCAR, Graduate Student, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering
W. ZHOU, Graduate Student, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering

The University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
ABSTRACT

The material point method uses two representations of the continuum, one
based on a collection of material points and the other based on a computational
grid. The material points are followed throughout the deformation of a solid and
provide a Lagrangtan description that is not subject to mesh tangling. This
feature permits constitutive equations with history dependent variables to be
applied at these matc~rial points with no requirement for mapping the history
parameters from one point to another. A grid, which can be held fixed or adapted
as the need arises, is used to determine spatial gradients. Since the grid is used as
as updated Lagrangian frame, the nonlinear convection term associated with
Eulerian formulations does not appear. With the use of maps between material
points and the grid, tbe advantages of both Eulerian and Lagrangian schemes are
exhibited.
Metal rolling and extrusion are two methods commonly used in the
processing of materials and the manufacture of structural components. These
operations, which display the characteristic features of large motions, large
deformations, and material-based parameters, have been extremely difficult to
simulate with traditional Eulerian, Lagrangian or combined Eulerian-Lagran~an
algorithms. After a description of the material point method, example calculations
are given to illustrate the potential usefulness of this new algorithm for simulating
rolling and extrusion.
There are several issues associated with the metal rolling problem. The
distribution of forces on the roller, the maximum frictional force, material
rotation, strain, residual stresses, convergence with mesh refmement and
computational efficiency are topics currently being investigated. Because history
variables are easily carried with this numerical procedure, an attempt is being
made to predict final anisotropy. Initially, properties consistent with cubic
symmetry are assigned to the material pomts With a random distribution of
orientations of material axes. The final distribution of these material axes may
provide an indication of the final structure of the material. Although it is realized
that such an analysis should be ~rformed with the actual grain structure, the
computational capability required for such an analysis would then be enormous.
Therefore, one of the issues being addressed is to determine how anisotropic
plasticity consistent with cubic symmetry can be combined with a "macroscopic"
simulation of grains to determine the final state of transverse isotropy commonly
observed in rolled sheets.

NSF Workshop on Mechanics and Processing of Advanced Engineered Materials II,
Oct. 24-26, 1994 (Disk 94·16a)

Reaction Synthesis of Ni3 AVNiAI Aluminides*
C. T. Liu and S. Miurat
Metals and Ceramics Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P. 0. Box 2008
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6115
ABSTRACT
This paper sumn1arizes recent research on reaction synthesis of Ni3 AI!NiAI
aluminides using elernental powders at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Both
reaction extent and densification process depend strongly on heat
accumulation and hec:tt transfer, which can be effectively controlled by exerting
compressive stresses, as well as aluminum concentration and compact
thickness.

Three distinct stages are observed, corresponding to (a) initial

reaction (no formation of transient liquid phases), (b) partial reaction
(occurrence of self-propagating combustion reaction), and (c) full reaction
(combustion reaction +conversion reaction). A nearly full density product was
obtained !n both the fully reacted zone and partially reacted zones during
reaction synthesis under compressive stresses. The reaction synthesized Ni3AI
alloys with reduced porosities showed excellent tensile ductility at room
temperature.
*Research spon~;ored by the Division of Materials Sciences, U.S.
Department of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-840R21400 with Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
tPermanent address: Tokyo Institute of Technology, Yokohama 227,
Japan.
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aBSTRACT

Plasticity-Induced Cleavage in RiAl
~d

suggestions ror BDhancing Ductility
Stephen D. &ntolovich
Departaent of Mechanical ~d Materials Bnqineerinq
Washington state University
Pul~, WA 111&4-2120
Intermetallic:s of NiAl possess attractive properties for
applications in ae~rospace and other fields. They are strong,
light-weight, and in some cases have excellent corrosion
resistance. Howevrer, their promise is limited by extreme
brittleness at lo~r temperatures which calls into question their
usefulness in dama.ge-tolerant applications. In this talk, a
model for the nucleation of microcracks is presented and
suggestions are made for new processing paths which could lead to
acceptable ductility at low temperatures.

CRACK GROWTH IN CREEP-BRITILE UGHT AllOYS
AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURE

Ashok Saxena1 and D.L. McDowell2
•school of Materials Science and Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332
2

School of Mechanical Engineering

ABSTRACT

In the past fifteen years, considerable advances have occurred in characterizing the creep and
creep-fatigue crack growth behavior of the so called "creep-ductile" materials. These materials
include, for example, Cr-Mo steels and stainless-steels that are used in fossil power-plants and
chemical reactor pressure vessels. By defmition, the crack extension in these materials lags
considerably behind the gro,Wi of the creep zone boundary in the crack tip region. This behavior
permits us to justify the use of crack tip parameters which are derived on the assumption of a
stationary crack for characterizing creep and creep-fatigue crack growth. Examples of such
parameters are C, and c·. These concepts have revolutionized the inspection-interval determination
and the remaining and design life assessment procedures in the power-plant industry. The credit
for this success story in the field of fracture mechanics is due to the partnership between materials
and mechanics speccialists. Jiowever, these analysis procedures are severely limited for application
to light alloys which are candidate materials in aerospace applications and exhibit creep-brittle
behavior. In this paper, the analytical and experimental issues surrounding this very practical
problem are highlighted.
Formally, creep-brittle materials can be defmed as those in which the rate of time-dependent
crack growth is comparable to the rate of expansion of the crack tip creep zone size. Materials
which are likely to exhibit creep-brittle behavior include several technologically important materials
such as high temperature AI alloys, titanium alloys nickel base alloys and intermetallics. In this
presentation, examples of creep crack growth behavior in AI alloys, Ti alloys and in C-steel at 360°
will be presented. An example of the lack of correlation between creep crack growth rate and C .
and a better correlation with Kin a C-steel at 360°C is shown in Fig. 1 from a recent Ph.D. thesis
completed at Georgia Tech. 1 Similar examples will also be demonstrated from AI alloys 8009 and
2519 and titanium aluminides.

' Yancy Gill, "Creep Crack Growth Behavior in Al06-Carbon Steel", Ph.D. Dissertation,
Georgia Tech, 1994.

It appears from Fig. I that creep crack growth in this material is better characterized by K.
However, the conditions under which da/dt is uniquely characterize by K are not well understood.
Mechanics analyses of actual tests are needed to understand the limitations of such correlations.
Also the mechanism(s) of intermittent crack growth which seems to characterize the behavior of
these materials needs to be better understood. The role of the incubation period prior to crack
growth in the overall durability analysis of structural components of these advanced alloys also needs
to be further investigated.
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Creep crack growth behavior in A106 - carbon steel at 360° as a
function of (a) the C, parameter and (b) stress intensity parameter, K.

1HERMAL CYCLING INDUCED DAMAGE IN METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES

K.K. Chawla

Dept. of Materials & Met. Eng.
New Mexico Tech
Socorro,~ 87601

Abstract
Thermal expansion mismatch between a ceramic reinforcement and a metallic matrix can lead
to thermal stresses under varying temperature conditions, which in tum can lead to plastic

deformation of the ductih' matrix, void formation at the interface, and fiber or particle fracture.
In the case of a composite having a very ductile matrix (e.g., Cu!W or B/AI), the damage is
mainly in the form of plastic deformation of the matrix. Sometimes, if the fiber has flaws in it,
it can fracture in respons«' to the thermal stresses generated. Evolution of damage in the form
of void formation as a function of thermal cycles ~as studied for three metal matrix systems,
Al 20 3 (fiber)/Mg aHoy, BI 4Cp (particle)/6061 AI alloy, and SiCp (particle)/8090 AI alloy. The
samples were thermally t:ycled between room temperature (22°C) and 300°C, in general the
incidence of void formatiion increased with number of cycles. This work shows that loss in
stiffness and density can be used as damage parameters. The damage in density and elastic
modulus caused by thermal cycling was more severe in the fiber reinforced composite than in the
particle reinforced composites.

Residual Porosity in High
Processing and Pro:perties

Temperature

Composites:

Structure,

Thomas L. Starr
School of Material1s Science and Engineering
Georgia Institute 4::>f Technology
High temperature structural composites with carbon or ceramic
matrices typically contain a significant amount of residual
porosity.
This differs from polymer or metal matrix composites
which can be px·ocessed to a nearly porosity-free state.
Significant questions remain as to the importance of this porosity
from a mechanical plroperties perspective, in particular, as reqards
creep and damage accumulation during sustained or cyclic loading.
This presentation discusses the structure of residual porosity in
typical ceramic and carbon composites and how this structure is
controlled by fibe:r architecture and processing.
A number of
possible interactit::>ns between residual porosity and mechanical
performance are suggested. Testing of these hypotheses is needed
in order to provide: guidance to preform and process design.
Residual poro!;i ty is controlled by both the reinforcement
architecture and by the densification process.
·With woven,
multifilament tows porosity exists in two size scales and
morphologies.
Small, acicular pores exist between individual
filaments while larger, interconnected pores lie between the tows.
Weaving and processing variations can produce a range of values for
size, number and morphology of each of these types of pores. In
addition, the distribution and size of the larger pores are
influenced strongly by percolation effects.
Processing options allow some control over the amount and
morphology of the pc)rosi ty. The value of these options should be
based on their ultimate benefit to mechanical performance.
Each
type of residual p1orosity may influence mechanical performance
differently.
The acicular porosity between filaments may influence the
propagation of micro~cracks and the debonding of the fiber from the
matrix.
An axial pore between filaments can be considered a
"fiber" that has conapletely debonded from the matrix but provides
no closing traction on the crack.
This reduces the effective
fracture toughness i.n this microregion of the composite.
The intertow porosity is an order of magnitude larger and has
a more complex struc:ture. Mechanical effects may include either
concentration or redistribution of stress.
Other effects may
include chemical changes due to interaction with the atmosphere
through the network of connected porosity.
The ultimate goal of this analysis is to connect mechanical
performance to the ir1itial design process through consideration of
intermediate processing effects on composite microstructure.

MICROSTRUCTURE EVOLUTION DURING CVI DENSIFICATION STUDIED NONDESTRUCTIVELY WITH VERY HIGH RESOLUTION X-RAY COMPUTED
TOMOGRAPHY
S.R. Stock, T.L. Starr and S-B. Lee, School of Materials Science
and Engineering, Georgia
Institute C)f Technoloqy, Atlanta, GA 30332-0245
.H. Kinney and D.. L. Haupt, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, Livermore, CA;
J

T.M. Breunig and M.C. Nichols, Sandia Natlional Laboratory,
Livermore, CA.
High resolution, non-invasive x-ray tomographic microscopy (XTM)
has been used to image the
microstructure of cloth lay-up composites during CVI
infiltration. These measurements allow
one to relate locaLl deposition rates to local geometry of
gas-flow paths andl to cloth stacking and
regularities in packing. Several lay-up geometries are examined,
and the resulting macroporosity
evolution during densification ·of SiC/SiC is observed and
discussed in relation to existing models
of the CVI process.. These results contribute to understanding
the effect of fiber architecture on
densification and, in the future, will allow design of preform
structures for opt.imum infiltration.

Development of Hard Coatings:
A Case History of Government-Industry-University Cooperation

Yip-Wah Chung
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60208

This talk is divided into two parts. The first part presents the evolution of several
faculty-directed projects, on hard coatings deposited on ideal substrates into major
research and development programs sponsored by an industrial consortium and ARPA.
The second part presents some of the interesting properties exhibited by these hard
coatings.
Almost 20 years ago, John Hilliard at Northwestern University was interested in
studying the breakdown of Ficks Law for diffusion under large concentration gradients.
The approach he undertook was to synthesize "superlattice" coatings. Each
superlattice coating is made of alternating layers of two different materials with repeat
wavelength 'A. It was at that time when he and his students discovered the
"supermodulus" effect - the biaxial modulus achieves a maximum at some wavelength.
The maximum modulus can sometimes be several times that of the constituent

coatings are predominantly amorphous, with at most a few percent of aystallites.
Under optimum process conditions, we can deposit these coatings at room temperature
onto most substrates with nanoindentation hardness -20-25 GPa. Further, when
deposited onto smooth substrates such as glass or silicon. these coatings achieve
surface roughness ~ 0.3 nm. Tribologicaf studies show that these coatings provide a
30-60 fold increase in wear life for M2 steels.
We then launched an industrial group program in 1993 to work with industry to
develop these coatings for real world applications. The BIRL Industrial Research
Laboratory at Northwestem University is a major partner in this program. BIRL is a unit
within the University with the mission to serve industry and to act as a conduit for
technology transfer. BIRL is equipped with industrial scale deposition systems allowing
coatings to be laid down on large components with complicated shapes. Part of the
consortium membership fee goes into basic research and part goes to proprietary
development.
At about this timEt, the National Storage Industry Consortium (NSIC), a
consortium of companies and universities interested in the information storage
business (magnetic and optical media), was launching a research program to develop
the basic technology needed to increase hard disk storage capacity from the current
0.3 Gbits/in2 to 10 Gbits/in2 . The Northwestern team participated to examine the
possible replacement of current generation amorphous hard carbon protective
overcoats by carbon nit1ride .. This work w~s subsequently funded by ARPA.
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Mt!ehanlcs of Polylnen Durin& l.arp Deformations:
&perlnlentl and ModeiU.
Mary c. 8oyce

Department of Mechanical ~ineerlng
Nusachuselll l•titute af TecbnoloJy
cambridge, MA 02139
In order ID best design and procas polymen, a predictive model of the efredl tA llraln
rate, temperature and evolving rnolea.llar orientation on the mechanical behavior Is required.
In lhls presentation, our recant and ament research • MIT investigating experiments and
mnstituti¥e modelling of the large ltraln behavior of initially amorphous polymers will be

reviewed.
The effeds tA anisotropy on the yield and post-yield behavior of amorphous polymers
have been investlpted through mnstant strain rate uniaxial and plane strain mmpression tests
on several polymers. The microstruduraJ changes which ocxur with deformation are probed
using positron annihilation tpedrosc:opy, differential scanning calorimetry, and birefringence.
Strain hardening occurs In these polymers in a manner strongly dependent on the state of strain
and Is a direct result of the nabJre ol developing molecular orientation with plastic straining.
For some amorphous polymers, the plastic straining can lower the crystallization temperab.lre
and ewn produce crystallization during straining thus affecting the strain hardening of the
polymer. Experiments exploring this phenomenon are also presented. The anisotropic nablre
of the polymer mechanical behavior which dewlaps with straining is further Investigated by
uniaxially compressing preoriented specimens in orthogonal directions. The resulting llressstrain wrves and spedmen deformadon after yield characterize the developing .anisotropy of
the yield surface and also reveal a strong anisotropy in the overall deformatlon with markedly
direction dependent llateral expansions.
A fully three-dimensional constitutive model for finite strain elastic-Yiscoplastic
deformation of amor1,hous polymers Is developed using a thermal-activation model for yield
of isotropic polymers in parallel w1th a rubber elastidty model of rnoleaJiar chain alignment.
The thermal activation model predids the rate and temperature dependence of yield as we11
as the aeep behavi01r of the polymer. The Arruda and Boyce eipt chain network model of
moJea.~lar alignment Is used to model the anJsotropk: orientation-induced Jtrajn hardening.
The model Is found IX) predict both strain hardening In ~usy polymers and large strain elastic
behavior of rubbery polymers. The model also captures the experimentally observed direction
dependence of the stress-strain behavior of pre-oriented specimens and the resulting highly
anisotropic lateral deformation patterns. This predictive capability is essential for the accurate
simulation d anisotropic flow In defonnation processlns rA polymers.

The effect of temperature rise due to plastic dissipation is also studied experimentally
and modelled. Due to the large tem~re dependence cl plastic flow In polymers, the
heating is found to haw slgniftcant effects on material behavior at high rates. Processing and
impact loading of polymeric materials produces large amounts of plastic strain In very short
perlods of time. Therefore, aa:urate modelling of the temperature rise is important for
prediction of material! flow under those conditions. finally, numerical simulations of necking
and shear banding in polymers are presented and compared with- experiments.
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Mechanisms o·f Ductile Fracture in Pure Silver Under High-Triaxial
Stress States
M.C. Tone• and M.E. Kassner
t•epartment of Mechanical Engineering
and
The Center for Advanced Materials Research
Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331
Abstract
Experimental ancl finite element method (FEM) analyses were used to
study the mechanisms of ductile fracture of constrained, high-purity,
silver interlayers under high triaxial stress states. FEM analysis on this
silver interlayer bonds between stronger, elastically deforming steel,
loaded in simple tension, shows that the interlayer principal stress state
is large and axi-symmetric. Ductile, low macroscopic plastic-strain failure
was observed in these bonds when the maximum mean stress-to-yield
stress ratio (am/av) approached approximately four. This is in agreement
with recent numerical analyses by other investigators, who postulated
unstable growth of a cavity subjected to a far-field axi-symmetric stress
state at this ratio, without significant far-field plastic strain.

This

unstable cavity growth mechanism for ductile failure was further tested
by biaxially loading these interlayers, through the application of various
combinations of tension and torsion loads, which results in axi-symmetric
stress states outside the range previously investigated, as well as new,
high, non-axi-syrnmetric, principal stress states. FEM analysis on cavities
loaded with these various stress states showed excellent agreement
between the pntdicted stress at
'

.whic~ a cavity would grow without

bound and the observed failure stresses. Therefore, the ductile fracture
mechanism for high purity silver (and probably other metals) under hightriaxial stress states appears to consist of unstable cavity growth, leading
to interlinkage, nctsulting in low microscopic plastic-strain ductile failures.
Ambient-temperature delayed-failure (creep) tests of constrained silver
interlayers, at re!latively low applied loads, appears to be due to the same
kind of unstable cavity growth mechanism.
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Evaluation of Interfacial Shear Properties ln Metal
M11trlx Composites using Thln-sllce Push-out 'Thsts
N. Dumdra

0. R. ADanth

Z.-Y. Xio

J}apftrt,toont of Mocbanlcal EDIJueeria&. PAMU/FSU Oo11ep of Eopneerlq
Florida ~M Unl\'lnlt;y, P1arkla State UDiwnlty

Ta11aba.-eo, FL 82316-2175

Introduction
'l'b~ Rt.ra~tgtb,

Ht.lffncas, and fracture boba.vlor of compoaltea are ltroqly IDftuenced by the ~er

morn<daaulc:al bnbavior of tho Sber-matrlx llltorfaco. Push-out te1t II emcqlq 11 u Important.
oxperhuentnl tool t-ot-~ t.he lntorfaclal bohavlor of Metalllc and lntcrmetaWc Matrix OompositoH (MMO. and JMOa). Howovcr, thla teet diroctly provkles Ollly qualltatlw iDf'ormaUon about

tho Jntarfn.c~ial c~nditJonH,, a!Jlce tho roeults are lnfluonced by the pnamoe ofrealdual atr••iDduced
during )JJ'CM~H&ing, and variationH In 1.he lpeclmcn 1eometry and to1t condltloaa. In ordor to obt&ln
quant.it.at.ivc, dutt' &bout the lnttrlacial propertioa, an accurate aimulatlon of the test procedure Is
Deeded. rJ1ac b~torogun<~ Btatl: Of ltro&8 rosultlng from the proceasiDg condit.lona and the applied

push-out JuAd )..~Jude any analytical BOlutlou and requlro the U8G

eling tlac

t.11b1-t4it~

J•uab-out

proce11.

or numerical methods for mod-

For this purpose nmrllnear flDlto element aualyala II Ul8d tD

study thu c:troc~t or various p1'000811ng 'VU'lablca and pometriceJ paramotcn.

Interface Model
ln Ulla we ltk' NDglo fiber puWI-011\ t-olt, • modeled wlt.h the objectlw of .tud)'lq the lnterfaco ralluro
))J'OO(JIH

t.ba

iu MMC.. anciiMC., aDd oxt.ractlq the lhear propctlea of ftber-m&VIx batorface from

OXJM~rlaoouW

data. The rooJtng

proce11

from composite ccmolldatlcm temperature, IJ)OClmen
1

f•

f•lll,oiJI•t

I

• • '
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propuat.lou for puRh-out test., and tha actual tGit.lDg are llmulatecl. The mechanlcl of IDWt'aoe
failuro IH tLUnlyl.od and

a11a

at.t.cmJ»t. Ia mado tD mpture tho deboncllDc -aucmce durlnc a WD-altce

puslt-out. l.ff't.• '11M1 influcu:aoo of )JI'OCCMiDIIDduced roaidual *-- OD lntorface behavior durlq the
puslHMJt. t cJHL lie examtnod in ckMil. A ltn88 ba-t crltericD for delvmdtq. aDd frictional ...s.tance
bued t~lt.nrlou for itdclii~:aJ lllkting aro Uled to prodict the IDterfacla1 behavior duriDI the pulh4it

t-oRt.. A quadr&Llc ~ buod £allure theory d the form

(~r+<;;r~~

with'· -vp., cr,.>O
1,. • 0 If cr,. S 0

M &pJ)Jind where t~{ IN 'be at.rengt.b Ia 1.he normal diroctJon nelltlns crack openlq. uul ,.t II tho
11hoar

Ml.r&m~rt.b.

Juat.Ju,;

SubaocJnont to \he

d<~bnudocl

deboncJinc proco., lntarfac1al frlotlonal .Udlq occura Ill

the

aurfa.:• according to Coulomb'elaw. Arty 001'1\aCt preasure at the IDterface wiD

nwuJc. h • nn

bu~roAHO

wll(:rc '• ii'

the~

in t.hc wlue of ~~. which II then mocUSecl u

Hl1car ef.nmgth of the interrace (the &hear atre11 required to break the boad), p la

t.hc oont.ad. Jtrt•ure at the tntorraoc, and I' II the coefBclont of lrictlon.

Slgnlflcant Results
Racidu"l

ttt·mtHCH

)J!'OCORfiht~

anatrlx.

Jc.

are induood whoa the compoelto II oooJod dowD

~room

tompera.ture from the

w.ruporaturc, duo t.o tho dlffercmce in t.bo aoefllc1ent mt.barmal exp&nllou f:llber and
iH flliOWn that t.hc mlamatdlln the &1daJ realdualttralna between the Bber and \he

matrix cnuHC& large ahoN· IUallel eat)Ocla.l}y at the lpeclmc.m 8Dda. Theae roelduallheu'ltl'tlleB can

rcacl1 laif!;l• lc!Valtt t.o ca.wc debondJng ol the fiber-matrix IDterface. oven before the applicaUon of
mecbaukal bad. Debonding eequonce UDder applied oompnlllw loedJn1 depcmda OD the thkb•
of t.hc HJM~~inw1. Numerical JJI'GdiclJoaa t4 SlCfll-6-C lndlO&te that at lower t.blckn_.. (S 0.5 mm)
dobo1K1iug balt.iat.cs M.1.ho IUpport and, and prolfeiiOI toward~ \be Joedtna end

due to \he pneenoe

of mdduul ~'hoar lt.roaloc. The dobondin& propagation II just the oppollte, from tbe loedlng end
t.o tho supa)()ft.

CJnd, at higher tJdcknaann. ThJI chanco In deboDdtna leQueDOe cauJGI a llplflcant
2
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,.-,MPa
Fil-llr<! 1: Cnllibratloo curve to obtain lntorfadal abear ltrength; T • 2SO C
Lht~

incrouc i u

poRk pwlb-out load• at

hJaher tblckna

111

It II aJ8o abown that the recluctloD ID

shear t.1.rt~(· wltJa Increase in t.amperature CIW88I an iDcrouo mthe peak push-out load, .. ot.l wed

in exs>eriulr.nttc.

Load

VA.

d;RJ,]aocmeiJ,t behavior ol the push-out testa are numerically pnll'ded u a fuDcUon of

differc11t. interfnclnlstruagt.ha. It i1 t.ben UIGd u a calJbratlon curw (Fla. 1) to predict t.be lDterfaclal
ahcar st.n~ugt.lt for a giVCJ:L OXJ)Ql'fmentally meuurod peak puab-out load. A DOW parameter, lnterf.ee
Strength Factor, K,

a- defined &H
yo•

K,•;,;
where

T'

iK

tl&C!

batthllic shear IU"ength or t.he lntorface and ~ II Awrap Interfaclal Shear Btreaa

corn!BlJOJKiiug k> poa.k puaJKJUt. Joed from t.he axperlmont. Por SlC/TJ..l&V-&\1 MMC, ~ wlue

or K, il found

t-o bo about 4.76 at room Mlnper&ture

(Fil- 1). The eff'oct of IDterface aurface

rougln~N. ancl \be variation in tho measured material propert.lel OD t.he Yalue

ol K, are curreotly

bning tCt.t,dicd. AlwrnaUw rmorgy bMod faDure arlterJon lncludlq fracture meebanlce approach are
(nflaDtly 1Jabag lnVMtlptod.
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